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Abstract

With 56 million people actively trading and in-001
vesting in cryptocurrency online and globally002
in 2020, there is an increasing need for auto-003
matic social media analysis tools to help under-004
stand trading discourse and behavior. In this005
work, we present a dual natural language mod-006
eling pipeline which leverages language and007
social network behaviors for the prediction of008
cryptocurrency day trading actions and their009
associated framing patterns. This pipeline first010
predicts if tweets can be used to guide day trad-011
ing behavior, specifically if a cryptocurrency012
investor should buy, sell, or hold their cryp-013
tocurrencies in order to make a profit. Next,014
tweets are input to an unsupervised deep clus-015
tering approach to automatically detect trad-016
ing framing patterns. Our contributions in-017
clude the modeling pipeline for this novel task,018
a new Cryptocurrency Tweets Dataset com-019
piled from influential accounts, and a Histor-020
ical Price Dataset. Our experiments show that021
our approach achieves an 88.78% accuracy for022
day trading behavior prediction and reveals023
framing fluctuations prior to and during the024
COVID-19 pandemic that could be used to025
guide investment actions.026

1 Introduction027

Beginning with the 2008 introduction of Bitcoin028

(BTC) (Nakamoto, 2008), a cryptocurrency for a029

Peer-to-Peer cash system, the use of cryptocurren-030

cies and their corresponding blockchains have in-031

creasingly gained in popularity. In 2019, the num-032

ber of Americans owning cryptocurrency doubled033

from 7% in 2018 to 14%, representing about 35034

million people trading and investing with cryptocur-035

rency (Partz, 2019).036

This increase is largely due to the capability037

of cryptocurrency to improve various applications038

ranging from increased security of smart contracts039

to facilitating less expensive, faster cross-border in-040

ternational payments. Another contributing factor041

to this growth is that digital coins fulfill the prop- 042

erty of storing value similar to other fiat currencies, 043

which are government-issued currencies not backed 044

by physical commodities, e.g., the American dollar 045

or euro. Finally, cryptocurrency popularity can be 046

associated with its high day trading volume. As of 047

January 2021, the combined worth of all cryptocur- 048

rencies was $1 trillion 1, with Bitcoin accounting 049

for $650 billion of this amount. To put this in per- 050

spective, the average trading volume of Amazon 051

Inc. is $13 billion per day – less than one-fifth of 052

the BTC daily volume of $70 billion. 2 053

Cryptocurrencies were born on the internet, 054

gained their visibility through online and social 055

media coverage, and many investors follow the 056

advice of well-known cryptocurrency experts on 057

Twitter to guide their personal investment strate- 058

gies (Mone, 2019). Because cryptocurrency prices 059

can fluctuate quickly, resulting in real-life financial 060

gains or losses, models that can rapidly analyze 061

trending discourse on Twitter can be harnessed to 062

guide and benefit investors. 063

Additionally, work in computational linguistics 064

and the social sciences have shown the benefit of 065

studying framing, which is how someone discusses 066

a topic in order to influence or alter the opinion of 067

the public, for understanding microblog discourse 068

(Card et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017; Li and 069

Goldwasser, 2019). Specifically, framing in Twit- 070

ter can be used to understand social phenomena, 071

such as political maneuvering or epidemiology cov- 072

erage. However, few works exist which study the 073

relationship between framing and cryptocurrency 074

trading, especially during times of economic stress. 075

Currently, it is estimated that the COVID-19 pan- 076

demic has negatively impacted the global economy 077

by hindering economic growth worldwide between 078

4.5% and 6.0%, with the potential for future global 079

trade to fall up to 9.2% (CRS, 2020). Similar to 080

1https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
2https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/AMZN
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Figure 1: Cryptocurrency Day Trading Prediction and
Framing Discovery Pipeline.

the pandemic’s effect on Wall Street (i.e., the New081

York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ), the cryp-082

tocurrency market reflected a drastic 47.8% drop083

on March 12, 2020, one day after the World Health084

Organization (WHO) announced that COVID-19085

could be characterized as a pandemic. Around the086

same time, a similar drop occurred in stocks world-087

wide. Therefore, we hypothesized that microblog088

discourse about day trading behaviors (i.e., buy,089

sell, hold) would be a useful predictive feature in090

understanding cryptocurrency trading and framing.091

Our contributions include a cryptocurrency day092

trading behavior modeling pipeline (Figure 1) that093

leverages language and social network behavior094

extracted from tweets to implement: (1) a pre-095

dictive model for investment actions, specifically,096

whether to buy, sell, or hold cryptocurrency based097

on daily discussions on Twitter, and (2) an unsuper-098

vised deep-learning clustering model to determine099

the underlying framing patterns used to discuss100

these investment actions. We have also compiled a101

Cryptocurrency Tweets Dataset (divided into Pre-102

COVID and during COVID portions) and Bitcoin103

Historical Price Dataset.3 Lastly, we propose novel104

frames for economic and financial analysis. Our105

models are able to predict trading actions with106

88.78% accuracy, while also revealing a distinc-107

tion between how day trading behaviors are framed108

before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.109

2 Related Work110

Most relevant to this work are previous works that111

have studied public opinion, sentiment, stock mar-112

ket predictions, and framing using online discourse.113

Modeling social media microblogs, specifically114

Twitter, to show connections between online dis-115

course and its effects on public opinion has been116

widely studied in NLP (Ritter et al., 2010; Walker117

et al., 2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Hasan and118

3https://github.com/MSU-NLP-CSS/crypto-framing

Ng, 2014; West et al., 2014; Sridhar et al., 2015) 119

and the social sciences (Bollen et al., 2011; Har- 120

low and Johnson, 2011; Meraz and Papacharissi, 121

2013; Burch et al., 2015; Jang and Hart, 2015). 122

There are many works on Twitter sentiment analy- 123

sis, but closest to our work are those concerning the 124

use of Twitter sentiment for stock market predic- 125

tions (Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Rao and Srivastava, 126

2012; Si et al., 2013; Derakhshan and Beigy, 2019). 127

There are relatively few works concerning cryp- 128

tocurrency analysis and prediction. Of these, a ma- 129

jority use social media sentiment (Jain et al., 2018; 130

Li et al., 2019), volume of tweets (Vidal, 2020), or 131

both (Abraham et al., 2018) as the main feature for 132

prediction. Furthermore, the prediction tasks are 133

typically to predict prices or whether those prices 134

will rise or fall. However, sentiment is known to 135

be difficult to predict on Twitter. Furthermore, the 136

volume of tweets can be falsely inflated by bots 137

reporting currency prices, but not contributing to 138

the discourse. Therefore, instead of sentiment or 139

tweet volume, we aim to use the language directly 140

extracted from tweets, their context, and features 141

representing the social network behavior for a buy, 142

sell, or hold investment action prediction. 143

Research has also shown that given an adequate 144

amount of historical data, such as stock values and 145

indices, it is possible to forecast future currency 146

exchanges (Walczak, 2001). Different from this 147

work, we focus on predicting cryptocurrency in- 148

vestment actions, instead of fiat currency prices, 149

by extracting patterns from historical tweets rather 150

than stock values and indices. 151

Previous works have shown the effectiveness of 152

using frames to predict various social sciences phe- 153

nomena, such as political framing of Twitter dis- 154

course, congressional speeches, and news coverage 155

of current events (Boydstun et al., 2014; Baumer 156

et al., 2015; Card et al., 2015; Tsur et al., 2015; 157

Jang and Hart, 2015; Fulgoni et al., 2016; Johnson 158

et al., 2017; Field et al., 2018). Framing has also 159

been used to understand the role of Twitter discus- 160

sions in influencing public opinion of events such 161

as riots and protests (Harlow and Johnson, 2011; 162

Meraz and Papacharissi, 2013; Burch et al., 2015). 163

Despite this coverage, to the best of our knowl- 164

edge we are the first to study the role of framing in 165

economics, specifically concerning stocks or cryp- 166

tocurrency day trading, or associated correlations 167

with the current pandemic. This work presents a 168

first step in understanding both cryptocurrency day 169
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trading and how framing can reveal insights about170

cryptocurrency trading.171

3 Data Annotation172

This section describes the collection and prepro-173

cessing steps of the tweets and historical Bitcoin174

(BTC) transaction prices. Section 3.4 describes175

how tweets were annotated for use in the day trad-176

ing behavior prediction model. The non-annotated177

version of these tweets were used in the framing178

clustering models.179

3.1 Twitter Data Collection180

For this work we collected tweets related to cryp-181

tocurrency, including BTC and other popular coin182

types such as Etheureum (ETH) and XRP, because183

prices of different cryptocurrencies are highly cor-184

related (Magas, 2020). Rather than collect based185

on hashtags or keywords alone, we narrowed our186

search to specific time frames and user accounts.187

Tweets were scraped from January 2017, when188

Bitcoin surpassed $1,000 per coin, until February189

2020. This time range covers times of frequent190

changes in cryptocurrency trading and adheres to191

the finding that an optimal dataset for financial time192

series prediction consists of information from the193

past two years (Walczak, 2001). These tweets form194

our Pre-COVID Dataset.195

Within these time frames, three types of user196

accounts were identified for tweet collection (de-197

tails in A.1) to maximize the presence of discourse198

for analysis and minimize tweet noise. These in-199

clude influential cryptocurrency Twitter accounts,200

or influencers, which are well known as sources201

for investment information and thus should pro-202

vide features for message propagation. This cate-203

gory also includes users who frequently tweet about204

cryptocurrency and have at least ten thousand fol-205

lowers. Similarly, media accounts from traditional206

or online news sources, such as @CNNBusiness207

and @BitcoinMagazine, are used. Lastly, we in-208

clude company accounts, e.g., @IBMBlockchain209

and @BitPay.210

The majority of tweet activity comes from in-211

fluencer accounts that have between 10,000 and212

499,999 followers. There are fewer media accounts,213

however, these have a much broader reach, e.g.,214

@nytimes potentially reaches 48.2 million people.215

More details of the number of tweets collected per216

account type are presented in Appendix A.1.217

Using the same accounts, we then collected addi-218

tional cryptocurrency tweets which occurred during 219

the COVID-19 pandemic time frame: from March 220

2020 until June 2020. These tweets comprise our 221

COVID Dataset. Table 1 summarizes the amount of 222

unique tweets per account type in the two portions 223

comprising the overall dataset. 224

3.2 BTC Historical Price Data Collection 225

In addition to cryptocurrency related tweets, we 226

also collected the historical transaction prices of 227

Bitcoin from CoinMarketCap. 4 This BTC His- 228

torical Price Dataset contains the following infor- 229

mation: the opening price of Bitcoin (Open), the 230

highest price (High), the lowest price (Low), and 231

the closing price (Close) of Bitcoin on that particu- 232

lar day. This dataset also includes the date and the 233

dollar volume of BTC traded that day. 234

3.3 Preprocessing 235

Before processing, a total of 484,025 tweets were 236

scraped to collect text with meta-information, in- 237

cluding number of replies, number of retweets, and 238

date. Preprocessing consisted of three main steps. 239

First, all tweets were standardized, i.e., we con- 240

trolled for capitalization, applied stemming, and 241

removed URLs, white space noise, and stop words. 242

Second, we removed irrelevant tweets by filtering 243

for the presence of cryptocurrency-based keywords 244

or hashtags (e.g., bitcoin, btc, ethereum, crypto, 245

cryptocurrency, blockchain, etc.) reducing the 246

dataset to 64,685 tweets. Lastly, in order to create 247

a balanced dataset for training and testing the mod- 248

els, we retained equal proportions of tweets that 249

corresponded to each momentum-labeled group, as 250

described in Section 3.4. After processing, a total 251

of 18,900 Pre-COVID tweets were used in the day 252

trading movement prediction experiments. 253

For the framing clustering experiments, an ad- 254

ditional 123,515 tweets were collected during the 255

beginning of the pandemic. Preprocessing for these 256

tweets consisted of removing: duplicate tweets, En- 257

glish stop words, and references to other users, 258

emails, or website links. 259

3.4 Annotation 260

Recall that we are first interested in predicting 261

whether an investor should buy, sell, or hold their 262

cryptocurrency based on tweets discussing cryp- 263

tocurrency that day. However, such a trading pre- 264

diction is a challenging task, requiring extensive 265

4https://coinmarketcap.com/
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CRYPTOCURRENCY TWEETS DATASET INFLUENCERS MEDIA COMPANY TOTAL

PRE-COVID DATASET 136,637 128,041 110,846 375,524
COVID DATASET 48,254 24,014 36,233 108,501
TOTAL 184,891 152,055 147,079 484,025

Table 1: Quantity of Unique Tweets Per User Account Type.

domain knowledge, yet also susceptible to differ-266

ent investing strategies and conflicting knowledge267

from Twitter discussions.268

Therefore, we used the price information in the269

BTC Historical Price Dataset (Section 3.2) to de-270

fine a momentum metric that represents the fluctua-271

tion of cryptocurrency costs on a given day:272

momentum =
Priceclose − Priceopen

Priceopen
(1)273

If the momentum on a given day increases or de-274

creases by 5% on the following day, then we label275

tweets of that given day as buy or sell, respectively.276

If there is less than a 5% change, these tweets are277

neutral in terms of buying or selling, and are there-278

fore labeled as hold, to represent that an investor279

should take no action with their cryptocurrency.280

This 5% cutoff was chosen because BTC volatil-281

ity during 2017 and 2018 was around 8% (Reiff,282

2020), while between 2019 and 2020 it was 4.66%283

(Tuwiner, 2020). For comparison, the average day284

trading volatility of stocks is 3.3%, which is consid-285

ered to be high (Kyröläinen, 2008). This annotation286

was automated with a Python script that cross refer-287

enced the date of the tweet with the BTC Historical288

Price Dataset and is dependent only on price data.289

We then attempted manual annotation. One inex-290

perienced investor and one long-term experienced291

investor were asked to label a randomly generated292

subset of the Pre-COVID dataset. They were in-293

structed to label tweets as buy, sell, or hold based294

on the tweet content and BTC price percentage295

fluctuation from the previous day (details in A.2).296

Table 2 reports the results of two different anno-297

tation approaches, where the true labels are those298

generated by the momentum equation (Eqn. 1).299

First, annotators were asked to label the tweets300

based on their content and give an overall label301

for that particular day based on all their individual302

tweet annotations (shown in the OVERALL DAY303

columns of Table 2). Both annotators performed304

significantly below random guessing, e.g., where305

the expected label was sell.306

Second, they were asked to give another over-307

all annotation for a particular day with the addi-308

OVERALL DAY TWEET + PRICE

LABEL INEXP. EXP. INEXP. EXP.
SELL 17% 20% 50% 0%
BUY 28% 36% 30% 0%
HOLD 36% 31% 34% 53%

Table 2: Annotation Precision Experiments.

tional information about the BTC price percentage 309

change from the previous day (shown in the TWEET 310

+ PRICE columns). This required annotators to take 311

into consideration the price movement from the 312

previous day to decide on what trading action, buy, 313

sell, or hold, to take. The annotators have very con- 314

trasting results, with the inexperienced annotator 315

outperforming random guessing by over 15%. This 316

is likely because their strategy was to sell when 317

prompted with a strongly worded tweet combined 318

with big BTC price drops. By contrast, the expe- 319

rienced annotator did not perform well because a 320

long term investing strategy, i.e., to invest with the 321

goal of profiting in the next 20 years, was applied. 322

The results of these annotation experiments illus- 323

trate that day trading is a non-trivial task for people 324

with and without prior trading and investing experi- 325

ence. Given the high quantity of tweets and highly 326

dynamic language of Twitter, the subjectivity of 327

choosing to buy or sell under different investing 328

strategies, and the large variance in labeling via 329

human annotators, we used the momentum metric 330

as a weak form of supervision to generate labels for 331

investment actions in the day trading prediction. 332

4 Models & Features 333

This section describes the two models and their 334

associated features, which represent social network 335

aspects of Twitter and the actual language and con- 336

text of tweets. Both models are incorporated into a 337

pipeline (Figure 1) that enables us to make trading 338

predictions and discover and analyze new frames. 339

4.1 Day Trading Behavior Prediction 340

Model. For the day trading prediction model, we 341

experimented with a combination of features, mod- 342

4
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els, and a balanced dataset where there is an equal343

number of sell, buy, and hold labels. Naive Bayes344

with Bag-of-Words (BOW) features was used for345

the baseline model. We then tested Random For-346

est, RNN, and LSTM models that resulted in final347

accuracies above 85%. We conclude in Section 5348

that the best performing model for this task 5 is the349

RNN with three layers.350

Features. Social network related features are ex-351

tracted directly from the meta-information of the352

cryptocurrency tweets. This includes the number353

of retweets and the number of replies. In our ex-354

periments, we found that the number of retweets355

provided some information gain when weighting356

the tweet feature representation. The type of user357

account, either influencer, media, or company, that358

posted the tweet is also used as a feature.359

In addition to social features, we also used fea-360

tures directly related to the language of the tweet.361

First, we implemented an LDA topic model (Jelo-362

dar et al., 2019) and used the presence of a top 10363

topic in a given tweet as a feature. Next, the tweets364

were transformed into 768 language features using365

DistilBERT. 6 All of the tweets were concatenated366

according to their momentum label and for each367

group (buy, sell, or hold), DistilBERT was used368

to extract high-quality language features to repre-369

sent each of the three tweet groups. Finally, we370

calculated the cosine similarity of each tweet to371

these three group representations. We selected the372

match between a tweet and group with the highest373

cosine similarity to be used as a feature for that374

tweet. More concretely, each tweet is compared375

to the DistilBERT representation of the buy, sell,376

and hold concatenated tweet groups and the highest377

similarity group is chosen to be used as a feature.378

4.2 Discourse Framing Clustering379

Model. From an NLP perspective, frames repre-380

sent latent abstractions of a discussion and are not381

equivalent to topics. We hypothesized that how a382

topic is discussed, or framed, could be identified383

in an unsupervised manner by analyzing how the384

tweet content clusters together. In order to extract385

the clusters which represent such frames, we tried386

two modeling approaches. First, we used a basic387

k-means clustering. Second, we implemented the388

5Our task is classification for future use in downstream
applications. Thus we do not perform regression or time-series
analysis in this paper, but will use time-series in future work.

6DistilBERT had a 0.6% better performance than BERT.

MODEL BOW ALL FEATURES

NAIVE BAYES 49.72% 61.58%
RANDOM FOREST 63.81% 86.61%
RNN 33.67% 88.78%
LSTM 31.57% 88.18%

Table 3: Experimental Results. The columns represent
the accuracy of each model when using either a bag-of-
words (BOW) or all features of Section 4.1 combined
with a DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) representation of
the tweets as features.

unsupervised Deep Embedded Clustering (DEC) 389

approach of Xie et al.; Hadifar et al., which com- 390

bines both an autoencoder and k-means clustering 391

to achieve a more precise separation. DEC simulta- 392

neously learns feature representations and cluster 393

assignments. 394

Features. The features used for the basic k- 395

means and DEC models were sparse representa- 396

tions of the word counts for each tweet. Both BOW 397

and TF-IDF features were used as input to the k- 398

means model and autoencoder of the DEC pipeline. 399

5 Experimental Results 400

In this section, we present our experimental setup 401

and an analysis of our modeling results. 402

5.1 Day Trading Behavior Prediction 403

We conducted supervised experiments using five- 404

fold cross-validation with random shuffling and 405

an 80% training and 20% testing split. For the 406

Neural Networks, we experimented with 50 epochs 407

because the dropout after each layer was 0.001. 408

Table 3 shows the results of using the following 409

models: Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Recurrent 410

Neural Network, and an LSTM. Both the RNN 411

and LSTM use three dense layers. The columns 412

of Table 3 correspond to the tweet feature repre- 413

sentations used with each model: a baseline where 414

tweets are represented as BOW and the combina- 415

tion of all features described in Section 4.1. 416

From Table 3, we can see that using an RNN 417

with all combined features has the highest accu- 418

racy of 88.78% across all three classes. Details 419

of the label prediction distribution are shown in 420

Table 8 in Appendix A.3. Predicting day trading 421

behavior, i.e., whether to buy or sell stock, is a com- 422

plicated task, especially in a volatile asset such as 423

cryptocurrency. Ablation studies revealed that the 424

most informative features for prediction were the 425

5
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language features, specifically the combination of426

DistilBERT representations with cosine similarity.427

(a) Using k-means.

(b) Using DEC (Deep Clustering).

Figure 2: Number of Tweets Per Cluster. Both figures
show the number of tweets per cluster using 10 initial
clusters and BOW features for the Pre-COVID dataset.

5.2 Discourse Framing Prediction428

We conducted unsupervised clustering experiments429

using (1) a basic k-means clustering and (2) deep430

clustering with autoenconders (DEC) as described431

in Section 4.2. The encoder outputs were used432

as inputs to the deep clustering layer, and simi-433

lar to Hadifar et al., the k-means center clusters434

were used as initial weights for the deep cluster-435

ing model. The tweets were randomly shuffled436

for training. The autoencoder ran for 100 epochs,437

achieving an accuracy of 99.99% with both training438

and validation loss on the order of 5.5453e-04 and439

without overfitting.440

We initially experimented with 32 clusters be-441

cause 32 is the default number of features that get442

compressed by the autoencoder. However, we ob-443

served that several clusters had similar, overlapping444

themes and keywords. Therefore, we conducted the445

rest of our experiments with 10 clusters. Figure 2446

shows the number of tweets that fall into each of447

the 10 initial clusters for each modeling approach.448

Figure 2a shows six clusters identified in our Pre-449

COVID Dataset by k-means clustering. Using Sin-450

gular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Figure 3a) and451

an analysis of the most frequent words appearing452

in each cluster, we were able to extract three main453

clusters: the first cluster included tweets discussing454

(a) Using k-means.

(b) Using DEC (Deep Clustering).

Figure 3: Pre-COVID Dataset Cluster Visualization on
Reduced Dimensions Using SVD. SVD is used to re-
duce the clusters (0 to 9) to two dimensions to better
visualize the frame groupings.

Bitcoin halving 7, the second concerns trading and 455

investing cryptocurrency, and the third discussed 456

how trading is affected by politics. 457

The DEC clustering of the Pre-COVID dataset 458

(Figure 3b) also identified four main clusters: one 459

discussing halving but with more emphasis on long 460

term store value, one discussing political effects, 461

and two discussing cryptocurrency trading and ap- 462

plications. This latter cluster splits the cryptocur- 463

rency trading and investing cluster identified as 464

one large cluster by k-means into two clusters. 465

Section 6 provides more analysis of the frames 466

these clusters represent, how they are associated 467

with trading behaviors, and how these associations 468

change during the pandemic. 469

Cluster Verification. Given the novel aspect of 470

this task, the difficulty of determining frames 471

within tweets, and that both clustering approaches 472

operate in an unsupervised setting, we conducted 473

three cluster verification experiments. First, we 474

asked an evaluator to determine how well the clus- 475

ters represent how cryptocurrency discussions are 476

framed. Given a subset of tweets, the evaluator was 477

asked to “label” if cryptocurrency was discussed 478

in the tweet with one of the DEC-identified frames 479

using the following guidelines: 480

• Trading Frame: Does the tweet discuss how 481

7About every 4 years or so, the amount of BTC that can
be mined (mining capacity) decreases by half.
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TOPIC TOP WORDS

KNOWLEDGE know, bitcoin, time, blockchain, market, world, buy, change, people, point, today
BUSINESS year, thank, start, problem, business, write, stop, plan, risk, reason, check
SUPPORT make, think, work, want, day, people, need, use, year, week, support, happen, read
HOLD look, price, money, try, build, econ, think, end, tell, idea, people, term, win, hold

Table 4: Pre-COVID Dataset Top 4 LDA Topics and Most Frequent Keywords.

or why to buy or sell cryptocurrency?482

• Application Frame: Does the tweet emphasize483

the uses of cryptocurrency?484

• Store Value Frame: Does the tweet discuss485

cryptocurrency in terms of long term value?486

• Political Frame: Does the tweet put a political487

spin on cryptocurrency trading actions?488

The evaluator’s manual annotation was compared489

to the actual cluster (or frame) the tweet was as-490

signed to by the DEC model. With this evaluation491

approach, we found the clustering to be 69.23%492

accurate. Given the lack of previous work on cryp-493

tocurrency framing, we compared this result to a494

previous work which found an annotator agreement495

of 73.4% on a tweet dataset labeled for political496

frames (Johnson et al., 2017).497

Next, a chi-square test was performed to verify498

the hypothesis that the frames, represented by clus-499

ters, were independent of each other. In order to500

perform the test, the top word count was collected501

for each cluster, as well as their count in every other502

cluster. The resulting p-value was less than 0.05,503

indicating that the clusters are independent.504

Lastly, to justify that these clusters represent505

how tweets are framed, we also performed an LDA506

topic analysis to ensure that clusters were not find-507

ing topics. Table 4 shows the top 4 LDA topics508

which are different from those extracted for frames509

(more details in Section 6). Topics represent the510

content of the tweet, e.g., the topic Hold represents511

holding cryptocurrency. Frames, however, are fun-512

damentally different and represent how someone513

discusses a topic, e.g., how or why to hold.514

6 Qualitative Results515

In this section, we explore how cryptocurrency516

frames change over time and their correlation with517

cryptocurrency day trading behavior. Section 6.1518

shows the effects of the pandemic on day trading519

discussions and behaviors. Section 6.2 discusses520

how day trading behaviors are framed.521

(a) Pre-COVID Frames with Actions.

(b) COVID-19 Frames with Actions.

Figure 4: Predicted Frames and Investment Actions.
Each figure shows the quantity of tweets using a cer-
tain frame (separated by a grey line) associated with
each investment movement action: buy, sell, or hold.

6.1 Frames Before and During the Pandemic 522

Tables 5 and 6 show the most frequent words ap- 523

pearing in each of the four clusters extracted from 524

the Pre-COVID or COVID Dataset, respectively. 525

Prior to the pandemic, Table 5 shows that the cryp- 526

tocurrency tweets were framed in terms of aspects 527

important to cryptocurrency itself, i.e., trading ac- 528

tions, applications or uses, and long term store 529

value. Table 6 shows that once the pandemic was 530

occurring, the discussion shifted. People still dis- 531

cussed cryptocurrency in terms of trading and appli- 532

cations, however, there was a shift from focusing 533

on long term value and political effects on cryp- 534

tocurrency to sentiment concerning cryptocurrency 535

and the pandemic. 536

One interesting event captured by the Trading 537

frame in the COVID-19 Dataset was the BTC halv- 538

ing event on May 11, 2020. This halving marks the 539

first quarter of the year as a historical event in the 540

cryptocurrency world because this is the third halv- 541

7
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Frame Most Frequent Words
CRYPTO TRADING price, bitcoin, usd, market, trading, value, action
CRYPTO APPLICATION blockchain, btc, business, use, tech, crypto
CRYPTO STORE VALUE bitcoin, people, need, want, use, market, value, years
POLITICS world, man, president, america, china, work, government, time

Table 5: Most Frequent Words Per Cluster Prior to COVID-19 (Pre-COVID Dataset).

Frame Most Frequent Words
CRYPTO TRADING money, crypto, btc, trading, finance, investment, halving
CRYPTO APPLICATION btc, crypto, time, right, know
SENTIMENT like, look, things, dont, good, time, feel
COVID people, coronavirus, covid, pandemic, bitcoin, world, dont

Table 6: Most Frequent Words Per Cluster During COVID-19 (COVID Dataset).

ing to take place. The past two times that halving542

occurred, Bitcoin later experienced an all-time high543

price jump. In future work, we aim to track this544

frame and use it to predict potential price jumps.545

6.2 Frames and Momentum Patterns546

From observing the frames and momentum patterns547

prior to the pandemic shown in Figure 4a, we can548

see that Store Value frames have a higher frequency549

when the momentum pattern suggests a Buy move-550

ment. This correlation makes sense because if there551

is a belief that some asset will store value it creates552

more confidence in buying and holding the cryp-553

tocurrency. It is also not surprising that there is an554

increase in Political frames associated with the Buy555

movement. Countries and economies often cited556

as being politically unstable, such as Botswana,557

Ghana, Venezuela, and India, have seen an increase558

in BTC interest because it is more stable than fiat559

currencies from those countries 8. Another poten-560

tial association with the slight increase in Politi-561

cal frames during a Buy movement is the increase562

of government adoption and additional regulation563

of cryptocurrencies. These patterns suggest that564

prior to the pandemic, if Twitter cryptocurrency565

discussions were framed in terms of store value or566

politics, an investor might consider buying more567

cryptocurrency.568

During the COVID-19 time span (Figure 4b),569

all frames decrease during an indicated Buy move-570

ment. However, the opposite occurs, i.e., all frames571

increase, when the indicated movement is to Sell.572

8https://news.coinsquare.com/government/government-
instability-bitcoin/;
https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/april-2018-july-
2018/africa-could-be-next-frontier-cryptocurrency

Regarding both Trading and Application frames, it 573

makes sense to purchase cryptocurrency when no- 574

body is talking about it, and sell it when the interest 575

in those topics rises. The COVID frame having a 576

lower frequency during a Buy movement could indi- 577

cate that investors feel less threatened by the market 578

instability introduced by the pandemic, which is 579

the opposite of the general sentiment of investors 580

dealing with physical stock exchange markets. 581

7 Conclusion 582

We have presented a dual modeling pipeline to un- 583

derstand how the way influential people and news 584

sources frame cryptocurrency discussions on Twit- 585

ter affects cryptocurrency day trading. Using clas- 586

sic NLP techniques and cosine similarity between 587

the DistilBERT representations of tweet features 588

and cryptocurrency tweets, we provide a day trad- 589

ing prediction model that is capable of distinguish- 590

ing between day trading actions such as buy, sell, 591

or hold. Using our features and modeling approach 592

we are able to achieve an accuracy of 88.78% over 593

a 49.72% traditional baseline. Furthermore, we 594

are first to present an unsupervised deep clustering 595

approach to reveal the latent frames used to discuss 596

these day trading behaviors. Our work shows in- 597

teresting relationships between investment actions 598

and how cryptocurrency discussions are framed 599

on Twitter, as well as how these framing patterns 600

change in response to a pandemic. 601
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QUANTITY INFL. MEDIA CO.
10, 000− 99, 999 45 - 13
100, 000− 499, 999 24 2 5
500, 000− 999, 999 2 2 1
≥ 1, 000, 000 - 5 -

Table 7: Quantity of Followers Per User Account Type.
Each row represents the number of user account types
(columns: influencers, media, company) that have that
quantity of followers who are actively tweeting about
cryptocurrency.

MODEL BUY SELL HOLD

NAIVE BAYES 57 % 62 % 65 %
RANDOM FOREST 82% 87 % 90%
RNN 85% 88 % 89%

Table 8: Label Distribution Results. The columns rep-
resent the accuracy of each label based on models using
all the features of Section 4.1 combined.

A Appendix773

A.1 Twitter Data Collection774

In order to determine our Twitter accounts sub-775

set we narrowed it down to accounts that were776

associated with crypto, cryptocurrency, bitcoin777

and blockchain keywords. We only considered778

accounts that had more than 10,000 followers. Fur-779

ther, we segregated the accounts into three distinct780

groups influencers, media, and companies.781

Table 7 presents the distribution of followers782

for accounts collected from the different types of783

accounts: influencers, media, or company. Col-784

umn one lists the quantity of followers, divided785

into four groups. The remaining columns indicate786

how many of the influencer, media, and company787

accounts have the different number of followers.788

From this table, we can see that the majority of789

tweet activity comes from influencer accounts that790

have between 10,000 and 499,999 followers. There791

are fewer media accounts, however, these accounts792

have much broader reach. For example, @nytimes793

reaches up to 48.2 million people when tweeting794

about cryptocurrencies.795

A.2 Annotations796

For the annotation experiments, both annotators797

had different levels of experience in both invest-798

ing and trading stocks and cryptocurrencies. One799

of the annotators was an inexperienced investor,800

who has never bought or sold cryptocurrencies or801

stocks. The second annotator is an experienced802

investor that has been investing and following the 803

stock market for the past 5 years, and in the past 2 804

years has been investing in cryptocurrencies. An- 805

notators were given a randomly selected subset of 806

the Pre-COVID Dataset to label for supervised ex- 807

periments for the day trading actions prediction. 808

The reduced dataset for manual annotation has 798 809

unique tweets, covering approximately 1% of the 810

total dataset. There are 114 different days repre- 811

sented, with 7 distinct tweets per day. 812

A.3 Day Trading Prediction Results 813

Table 8 shows the prediction accuracy for each la- 814

bel (buy, sell, or hold) for the three different models 815

when using all features. We have also performed 816

ablation studies for the features, which can be in- 817

cluded with the final draft of the paper. 818

A.4 Somewhat Related Work 819

The combination of NLP and financial applications 820

has been gaining interest in recent years. There 821

have been three recent somewhat related publica- 822

tions working in an economics or financial domain. 823

However, these papers are not directly related to 824

this work and due to page constraints, we have 825

moved them to the Appendix for now. Azzi et al. 826

report shared task findings for sentence boundary 827

detection of noisy financial PDFs in the First Work- 828

shop on Financial Technology and Natural Lan- 829

guage Processing (FinNLP). Keith and Stent com- 830

pare financial analysts’ decision making with fiscal 831

quarter earning calls. Finally, Sawhney et al. uses 832

a multimodal text and audio attention model to 833

predict stock market prices. 834
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